
	

 

2016 MX101 IRONMAN Series Race Schedule  

The MX101 IRONMAN Series has been running in Eastern Ontario since 2003, and we think 
2016 will be the best year yet. 

MX101 will continue to work with M.M.R.S. and AMO again for 2016.   

Like M.M.R.S. and AMO, MX101 has always strived to develop riders that can compete at the 
highest level in the sport while also maintaining a safe riding experience to riders of all ages and 
abilities in a fun, family atmosphere.  Both M.M.R.S and AMO will be at the races to make sure 
the riders needs are taken care of.  

MX101 is please to announce some exciting changes this year: 

1. MX101 will host a TWO day Eastern ANQ for those trying to qualify for the Parts 
Canada TransCan Grand National Championships.  But there will also be an Eastern 
ANQ at MUTTCO!   

2. Sand Del Lee MX Park will also host one of the three MMRS National Races in 2016, as 
well as the 2nd Annual Sand Del Lee CUP, as well as multiple rounds of the AMO 
Madskills series. 

3. There will be Six Crossover weekends that will count for MX101, MMRS and AMO. 
4. Riders will only need one membership to race with MX101!  You can purchase either an 

M.M.R.S. membership or an AMO membership and use either of them to race at the 
MX101 IRONMAN Series, as well as many other events around Ontario that are either 
M.M.R.S. or AMO affiliated. 

Both MMRS and AMO have worked hard together and with the tracks to give the riders the best 
possible racing options and value for their money and effort.  As mentioned above, Riders will 
only need one membership! You can purchase either an M.M.R.S. membership or an AMO 
membership and use either of them to race at the MX101 IRONMAN Series. 

Check out our website and 2016 schedule. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions. 

See you at the track, 

Johnny Grant and Kevin Tyler 

Be	sure	to	follow	us	on	Facebook	at	Sand	Del	Lee	MX	Park	by	MX101	

MX101Life.com          MMRS.ca      AMORacing.com 

	



	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



	

	

	

	

	


